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Letter from the Secretary General 
Distinguished participants and my future family members, 

I, as the Presidents of Acıbadem University Model United Nations Club and Acıbadem 

University Model United Nations Conference 2020, would like to welcome you all to the very 

first session of ACUMUN which will be held on 17-20 January 2020. It is more than an honor 

for me to be able to lead such a precious and professional team under the umbrella of newly-

established ACUMUNC as, with its unprecedented campus and well-qualified members, it 

will be one of the most important entities in MUN community. 

In this conference, we prepared highly special committees with very specific procedures 

which are gathered from not only United Nations bodies but also other governmental bodies. 

Before stating several details upon our committees, I would like to proudly mention Midnight 

Crisis system which was simulated by me and my crisis team for the first time in Turkey and 

spread throughout other conferences. Since our first application of this unique procedure in 

HPALMUN, we have been supervising the ways to implement it in a better way and 

hopefully, you will have the chance to experience it. Starting from our committees, we have 

SOCHUM from our previous conference as being the most demanded committee within our 

application process. Our committees are all in Harvard Rules of Procedure so you can really 

experience a high-level academic quality even if it is commonly suggested to beginners and 

intermediate delegates. What is more, we have expert committee on child rights which is a 

common and remarkable subject lately, considering latest news upon numerous violations. 

Apart from them, we have security-based committees with cabinets, councils, secret FBI 

missions, futuristic councils and of course, world wars. Although it is really hard to define 

every single of them as having complicated Rules of Procedures, you should believe me on 

that it will not even resemble to any of your previous experiences. Operations will be more 

detailed, this simulation would not be separated from its real version, so please check the real 

functions of your committees before coming to our conference. One more difference from 

your other experiences, -if you have experienced my crisis committees before when I was an 

USG, you would definitely know this- you will be experiencing really intense crisis 

committee with significant number of updates and outcomes of your actions. You will be in 



need of tackling every single issue detailedly and also simultaneously with other issues. It 

might seem like it will be hard, yes, but you will be enjoying the themes very much that you 

would not like to leave this conference on 20th January. 

Apart from the context of the committees, whole committees will be directed in accordance to 

Harvard Rules of Procedure which is more delegate-centered version that allows the members 

of the committees to firstly discuss the content of possible resolutions and than write it jointly. 

Other crisis committees would have several additional procedures that are specific to 

committee structure. Summing up, we are preparing for a conference with the best academic 

and organizational quality. We will have numerous surprises for you within the conference 

process. 

Do not forget, we are Acıbadem, it is your place, it is where we unite the worlds. 

I am really excited to see you all in the Conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

Korhan KARADENIZ 



Letter from the Under Secretary General 

Dear Participants of ACUMUN’20 

 My name is Çağın Yılmaz and I am currently a sophomore at Istanbul Technical University 

(ITU) of Naval Architecture and Machine Engineering. It is an honor and pleasure to present 

myself as an under secretary general of the committee of OSCE at the ACUMUN’20 

conference. Me, my colleague Ali Mert Ülken and my committee directors will always be 

there for you to help every time when it’s necessary. Feel free to ask and discuss about 

positions, relations and reactions about countries and delegations. I will suggest you to be 

active and social throughout the sessions. Don’t dismiss the unwritten rules of MUN which 

are respect, hard work, and having fun. No matter what your English level is, your hard work 

will lead yourself to handle the ‘Best Delegate’ or ‘Outstanding Delegate’ titles. Discussing 

our topic and solving those problems will be the first and most important reason for us to 

being there. Furthermore, everyone in the organization and academic team will be there to 

make you develop yourselves and help you to gain new benefits. You will be able to break 

your shyness (if you have), you will be able to develop yourself academically and sharpen 

your skills. You can also develop your linguistic skills by building your own unique 

sentences. Create your own style while talking with us and socializing with other delegates in 

the coffee breaks. It will make you shine like a star and make you create a difference between 

other delegates. Read this guide well before the committee, so that you will be able to 

command and lead the sessions with your own directions. Your motions and speeches will 

create ideas in other delegates mind. This will create a way to walk. More countries means 

more allies. More allies means majority in voting procedures. If you will have some solutions 

to pass. These points can sound legit for a delegate who wants to dominate this conference by 

having fun and developing him/herself. Don’t forget to have fun with us too. In every 

conference; every committee becomes a family in it. So get ready to become a part of the 

family! And last but not least, don't forget the most important rule; Respect. Don’t and never 

forget to show respect to everyone in the committee. We as the academic team will always be 

there to help to resolve your mistakes. Don’t be shy to make mistakes and be sure about one 

thing, no one will make fun of you when you make a mistake. 

Best regards,  



Çağın YILMAZ 

Under-Secretary General responsible for the OSCE 



INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMITTEE: OSCE 

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe was established as security-

oriented intergovernmental organization that tackles the issues which the Member States have 

been challenged by. It has a comprehensive approach on the security-based issues alongside 

considering diverse issues of Member States on the agendas of humanitarian issues as well as 

economic and environmental ones. In spite of the fact that the official name of the 

organization is composed upon European territory, OSCE also has several from different parts 

of the world, including the United States. Having been serving as the most important 

organization that has been working upon numerous disputes from diverse continents within 

the cooperation with non Member States, OSCE started to be serving as the union of nations 

for security issues. These security issues also consist of arms control, confidence- and 

security-building measures besides more humanitarian issues that have been mostly composed 

of human rights violations. Within this parliament, participants will be representing their 

countries within double delegation format. Please note that participants will also be 

challenged by having consensus within their delegation while taking decisions representing 

their country. 

a. Definitions 

In this section, the study guide will give brief information about definitions that will be 

crucial towards debating during the conference, so that there will be no misunderstandings 

and that everyone involved will begin with a clear idea of what is being debated. Furthermore, 

this part aims to construct a basic foundation of terms that are widely utilized in the maritime 

authorities. 

i.   The breadth of the Territorial Sea 

Every State has the right to establish the breadth of its territorial sea up to a limit not 

exceeding 12 nautical miles, estimated from baselines. 

ii.   The outer limit of the Territorial Sea 

The external limit of the territorial sea is the line every point of which is at a distance from 

the closest point of the baseline equal to the breadth of the territorial sea. 



iii.   Normal Baseline 

The normal baseline for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea is the low-water line 

along the coast as set apart on huge scale graphs officially recognized by the coastal state. 

iv.      Straight Baseline 

In localities where the coastline is deeply indented and cut into, or if there is a fringe of 

islands along the coast in its immediate vicinity, the method of straight baselines joining 

appropriate points may be employed in drawing the baseline from which the breadth of 

the territorial sea is measured. 

v. Internal Waters 

A country's internal waters cover all water and channels on the landward side of the 

baseline from which a country's territorial waters is defined. It includes waterways such as 

rivers and canals, and sometimes the water within small bays. 

vi. Roadsteads 

A roadstead is a body of water sheltered from rip currents, spring tides or ocean swell 

where ships can lie reasonably safely at anchor without dragging. In maritime law, it is 

described as a "known general station for ships”. Also, roadstead can be defined as an area 

of safe anchorage for ships waiting to get into a port. 



vii. Low-tide Elevation 

A low-tide elevation is a naturally formed area of land which is surrounded by and above 

water at low tide but submerged at high tide. 

ix. Civil War 

A war between opposing groups of citizens of the same country. 

x. Refugee 

People fleeing armed conflict or persecution. Their situation is often so perilous and 

intolerable that they cross national borders to seek safety in nearby countries. 

xi. Intervention 

The interference of a country in the affairs of another country for the purpose of 

compelling it to do or forbear doing certain acts. 

TOPIC A: Cyprus Gas Dispute 

a. Eastern Mediterranean Sea Map of Territorial Waters 





 

b. What Caused a Dispute Over the Region? 

The discovery of oil and natural gas reserves in the Middle East at the beginning of the 

twentieth century changed the fate of the region. From a backwater of international politics, 

the Middle East became central to international strategic competitions. Almost a century later, 

energy discoveries in the Eastern Mediterranean are unlikely to bring about such powerful 

shifts in the strategic fates of the levant. Yet they have generated fresh interest in their 

potential impact on existing regional conflicts. 

The recent discovery of sizable quantities of natural gas in the seabed between Israel and 

Cyprus has added to the complexity of international politics in the region. Cyprus and Israel 

are expected to be the first two states to benefit, as they have already signed large contracts 

for exploration and drilling projects that would soon turn them into net energy exporters. The 

possibility of discovering further energy reserves has revived the question of portraying the 

exclusive economic zones of all coastal states in the Eastern Mediterranean and added one 

potential regional dispute. Turkey's role has been momentous, not only because it is one of the 

region's littoral states and a large energy importer, but also because it could serve as a 



transport hub for the delivery of extracted hydrocarbons to the world market. Nevertheless, 

the Cyprus question, disputes over the delineation of the exclusive economic zones and 

Turkey's frozen relations with Israel have hindered regional cooperation, in defiance of the 

positive effect that it could have, not least for European energy security.  

Rivalry over to the rights of natural gas resources is becoming more of a problem because 

tension over sovereignty and maritime borders is already high. Cyprus' Aphrodite natural gas 

field, Israel's Leviathan and Egypt's Zohr are among the most important gas field zones that 

can satisfy Europe's need for natural gas for a long time. 

Israel's Tamar natural gas field contains approximately 280 bcm and also Israel's 

another gas field Leviathan contains an estimated 540bcm. Egypt's new find Zohr natural gas 

field contains close to 850bcm. According to international agreements, "Exclusive economic 

zone" enables countries to make drilling activities 200 sea miles away from the coastlines. 

However, this doesn't solve every problem because, for example, the island of Cyprus does 

not belong to a single country. South Cyprus claims an exclusive economic zone but this can't 

be possible because Northern Cyprus is a different country. South Cyprus and Greece have a 

long history together with Europe. If South Cyprus claims these natural gas fields, Europe 

wouldn't depend on Russian gas anymore. This is why these natural gas fields are too 

important for Europe. 

It should be also remembered that South Cyprus is part of the EU and it makes easier for 

European countries to interfere with the distribution of the natural gas. British companies BP 

and Shell, Italian Eni, French Total, American ExxonMobil and Noble Energy, Russian 

Novatek and Rosneft have already signed contracts with the some of the Mediterranean 

countries. They will soon start to operate in the region. Tension remains high in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, recently Turkish Navy stopped the ships of Italian company Eni because the 

rights of Northern Cyprus are being violated. The Turkish side sees these deals made with 

these western companies as lawless. On top of that, Turkish government also sent their first 

drilling vessel Fatih, sailed off to the Mediterranean to start the country's first deep-sea 



drilling operations. The minister explained Turkey's oil and gas exploration plans both in the 

Black Sea and the Mediterranean with a seismic vessel and its drillship. 

  

Turkey also planning to obtain its second drilling vessel within several months 

following. Turkey’s claim on the natural gas resources around the territorial waters of the 

island of Cyprus has been trying to exclude by Greek Cyprus. Turkish Republic of Northern 

Cyprus and Turkey, which has been conducting seismic surveys in the area and exercising its 

legal rights in accordance with international maritime law in partnership with Turkish 

Petroleum. 

It doesn't look like the dispute over the distribution of the natural gas fields will be resolved 

any time soon if you delegates cannot show up with a convenient solution. 

c. What’s happened in the Mediterranean Region So Far? 

January 6, 2019: 

Turkey enlarged its license area for natural gas in the Eastern Mediterranean. Through 

Navtex, in which the sailing information of the ships are shown, it is announced that in a 

broad area which contains the South of the island of Meis and the East of Rhodes a search 

will be conducted. She started cruising with the purpose of researching in an area which 

includes a broad portion of Cyprus exclusive economic zone via ships of Tanux-1 and Apollo 

Moon, under the accompaniment of the seismic research ship Barbaros Hayrettin Pasha. 

January 9, 2019: 

The consortium comprised of the association between the American company ExxonMobil 

and Qatari company Qatar Petroleum completed the first drilling for searching petroleum 

which started in November, in the 10th parcel of the seas of Southern Cyprus. 

January 10, 2019: 

The drilling ship –namely Fatih- which belongs to the Anonymous Association of Turkish 

Petroleum (TPAO) started conducting operations with the purpose of searching for natural gas 

and petroleum in the offshores of Alanya at the end of October. 



January 14, 2019: 

The Gas Forum of Eastern Mediterranean, which brings together the countries of production, 

consumption and transition, is established on the capital of Egypt, Cairo. Ministry of Energy 

of the countries of Southern Cyprus, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Palestine and Egypt 

gathered with the purpose of establishing. The forum to be established is being evaluated as a 

move against the actions to search for natural gas of Turkey. It is noted that the main purpose 

of the forum is specified as creating a territorial market which shall serve to the benefits of the 

members. 

January 19, 2019: 

The Minister of Energy and Natural Resources Fatih Donmez said “Let us warn Southern 

Cyprus once more on this wise. We have the right to conduct any and all operations of drilling 

in our own economic area.” regarding the operations for natural gas by Turkey. 

January 20, 2019: 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Southern Cyprus Nikos Hristodulidis disclosed that they 

wish to join the “energy association” made by the USA and some EU countries in East 

Mediterranean. 

January 27, 2019: 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs, regarding the ex parte operations of searching for natural gas 

by Southern Cyprus in Eastern Mediterranean, claimed that none of the actions conducted 

done while overlooking the Turkish side by the Greek side shall not be accepted. 

January 30, 2019: 

President of France Emmanuel Macron, in a speech he made in the Summit of the EU 

Member Countries of Eastern Europe (Med7), organized in Cyprus, claimed that although the 

opposition of Turkey he supported the operations of search on natural gas by (Southern) 

Cyprus. 



February 4, 2019: 

Searching ship namely Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha, along with 4 Turkish battleships, 

conducted natural gas searches in an area which was proclaimed by them as “the sea territory 

that belongs to them”. 

February 7, 2019: 

Lebanese President of the Assembly Nebih Berri, accused Israel by violating the territorial 

waters of Lebanon while aiming the petroleum reserves. 

February 27, 2019: 

The Operation of Blue Land which is planned to include on Black, Aegean and Mediterranean 

Seas –all at the same time- and also planned to last until 8th of March 2019 is executed. 

March 1, 2019: 

Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece Nikos Kocias claimed –regarding the incidents 

on the territory of the energy of Eastern Mediterranean, “We need to contribute to the 

economic development of Turkey in there. It just be in a fair way. If we try to take everything 

to ourselves, we just might get very disappointed.” 

March 20, 2019: 

Sixth Trio Summit between South Cyprus, Greece and Israel is done. Minister of Foreign 

Affairs of USA Mike Pompeo, also joined the meeting. In the joint statement released after 

the summit; aims to empower cooperation, to corroborate the independence and security of 

energy and to defend against the outer threats in regions of the Middle East and East 

Mediterranean was indicated. 

April 1, 2019: 

The Operation Iniohos 2019 begun in the Mora Peninsula. United States, Israel, Italy, 

Southern Cyprus and the United Arab Emirates join the operation. 



April 13, 2019: 

The air-sea Operation Medusa 8 –in which Greece, Egypt and Southern Cyprus join- begun in 

East Mediterranean. 

April 21, 2019: 

With the participation of the forces of Greece, USA, Israel and Southern Cyprus, the 

Operation of Noble Dina 2019 begun. 

April 23, 2019: 

The carriers USS Abraham Lincoln and USS John C. Stennis –which belong to the United 

States- started joint operation in the Mediterranean Sea. The US Ambassador of Moscow John 

M. Huntsman stated that the operation is a signal towards Russia. 

May 6, 2019: 

Cyprus has issued arrest warrants for the crew of the Fatih and auxiliary vessels which are 

anchored close to its coast for allegedly infringing territory over which the island has rights to 

explore for oil and gas, a foreign ministry official says. 

May 9, 2019: 

European Council President Donald Tusk says the European Union stands behind Cyprus in 

the dispute with Turkey over offshore drilling operations. 

May 10, 2019: 

The batting order under a possible interference was given to the Turkish Battleships. 

May 14, 2019: 

The biggest naval operation of Turkey, the Sea Wolf began. 



June 20, 2019: 

A third Turkish drilling ship, Yavuz, will operate off the Karpas peninsula to the northeast of 

Cyprus, Melih Han Bilgin, the general manager of Turkey’s main oil exploration company 

Turkiye Petrolleri (TPAO) says.  

July 8, 2019: 

The European Union says Turkey’s plan to drill for oil and gas off Cyprus is of grave concern 

and an unacceptable escalation of tensions surrounding the Mediterranean island. 

Sept 27, 2019:  

Donmez says the Yavuz has completed operations in Karpaz, while the Fatih continues 

operations west of Cyprus. 

Oct 3, 2019: 

Turkey says it is sending the Yavuz to waters off southern Cyprus where Greek Cypriot 

authorities have already awarded exploration rights to Italian and French companies. 

Oct 4, 2019: 

Cyprus says Turkey’s action in sending a drill ship to an area Nicosia has licensed for offshore 

hydrocarbon exploration is a ‘severe escalation’ of what it called Ankara’s violations of the 

island’s sovereign rights. 

Oct 14, 2019: 

EU foreign ministers agree to draw up a list of economic sanctions against Turkish oil and gas 

drilling activities in waters off Cyprus. 

November 27, 2019: 

Turkey and Libya’s UN-recognized Government of National Accord (GNA) signed the 

memorandum determining both countries' marine jurisdictions reject unilateral and illegal 

activities by other regional countries and international firms and aims to protect the rights of 

both countries in line with the international law of the sea. 



d.  Important Subjects 

a.     Delimitation of the Territorial Sea between States with Opposite or Adjacent 

Coasts 

Where the coasts of two States are opposite or adjacent to each other, neither of the two States 

is entitled, failing agreement between them to the contrary, to extend its territorial sea beyond 

the median line every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points on the baselines 

from which the breadth of the territorial seas of each of the two States is measured. The above 

provision does not apply, however, where it is necessary by reason of historic title or other 

special circumstances to delimit the territorial seas of the two States in a way which is at 

variance therewith.  

b.     Research and Survey Activities 

During transit passage, foreign ships, including marine scientific research and hydrographic 

survey ships, may not carry out any research or survey activities without the prior 

authorization of the States bordering straits.  

c.   Contiguous Zone 

1. In a zone contiguous to its territorial sea, described as the contiguous zone, the coastal State 

may exercise the control necessary to: 

(a) prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations 

within its territory or territorial sea; 

(b) punish infringement of the above laws and regulations committed within its territory or 

territorial sea. 

2. The contiguous zone may not extend beyond 24 nautical miles from the baseline from 

which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.  



d.  System of Exploration and Exploitation 

Activities in the Area shall be organized, carried out and controlled by the Authority on behalf 

of mankind as a whole in accordance with this article as well as other relevant provisions of 

this Part and the relevant Annexes, and the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority.  

e.  Marine Scientific Research in the Territorial Sea 

The Coastal States, in the exercise of their sovereignty, have the exclusive right to regulate, 

authorize and conduct marine scientific research in their territorial sea. Marine scientific 

research therein shall be conducted only with the express consent of and under the conditions 

set forth by the coastal State. 

e. Resolution Should Cover 

1. What is causing a dispute over the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, scrutinize all 

possibilities and find a solution. 

2. Try to solve continental shelf problems in the region without violating the rights of 

a state which has the right to speak over their territories. 

3. What is the importance of the East Mediterranean Sea for other nations which has 

no coastlines in the region? 

4. Is there a way to avoid possible military action over the region, if there is a way, 

describe it the best way you can. 



Topic B: Measures to be taken within Border Security and 

Humanitarian Perspective in response to Middle Eastern Crisis 

Introduction to Agenda: 

Northern Middle Eastern area is well known by its history going back to12.000 BC , it 

is the region where the  civilisation founded. However for the last decade the region is 

suffering from a rough civil war going on in Syria (2011). As in every war security of 

civilians is a main issue that should be recognized by the sides, but this is not what is 

happening in the region. Due to the harsh living conditions civilians in the area immigrated in 

the various locations in the world accordingly to their economic power. There are more than 5 

million registered Syrian refugees around and within the borders of European Union (EU), 

and it is believed there is a remarkable amount of refugees without any registration. So far EU 

signed agreements with their Border Neighbors about the refugees and the safety of both the 

EU borders and refugee safety. Turkish Republic is hosting nearly 4 Million refugees. Any 

kind of illegal passage to the EU is a bigger threat than it sounds.  

 Turkish Republic is taking act in order to prevent such a leak between borders, 

however some of these actions are operational, not diplomatic. So far in the region Turkish 

Republic two operations, Euphrates Shield (2016-2017) and Olive Branch (2018). The main 

purpose behind these operations was securing their borders and preventing any civilian 

casualties in the Turkish borders. In these operation Turkish Republic fought in Afrin, Menjib, 

Azaz. Both operations finalized with a success of Turkish Republic. The southern borders of 

Kilis, Şanlıurfa and Gaziantep become safer.  

 While these operations occurred there were other western and northern countries 

taking precautions in order to secure their borders and military bases. Due to these facts the 

civil war become an international crisis of border security and refugee situation. 

ORGANIZATION FOR SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE (OSCE) should 

take necessary precautions to improve the security of the EU and the European Continent. 



Involvers of Syrian Civil War: Sides, Armies and Groups: 

● SFA: Syrian Armed Forces 

● NDF: National Defence Force 

● Shabiha 

● Hezbollah 

● Iran 

● Foreign Shia Militias 

● Russia 

● FSA: Free Syrian Army 

● IS: Islamic State 

● YPG 

● SDF: Syrian Democratic Forces  

● Hayat Tahrir al Sham 

● Al-Qaeda 

● Ahrar ash-Sham 

● Al Nusra 

● Rojova 

● Israel 

● UK 

● Peshmerga 

● Iraqi Armed Forces  

Timeline of the Syrian Civil War and its outcome on the region: 

March - July 2011: 

On March 15, protesters marched in two major cities in Syria, Damascus and Aleppo. The 

motive behind the marches was the demand of demotratic reforms and the releasement of 

political prisoners. As in every movement the ignition happened after a local movement, the 

arrestment of a group of teenagers after because of vandalism ,writing graffiti against Assad. 

Protests spread all around the country simultaneously  and some protesters even burned down 

the Ba’ath Party HQ and some other related buildings.  



The protests become a movement against Assad Government, by the end of the April protest 

were spread in twenty cities. A few days after these situations syrian army initiated a series of 

armed operations including tanks, infantry carriers and artillery leading to a death toll of 

hundreds of civilians. By the end of spring there were more than 1,000 civilians and 150 

policemen casualties while many students, liberal activists and human rights  advocates were 

arrested. Later more protesters started arming up and more soldiers defected to protect 

protesters 

July 2011 - April 2012: 

This phase can be referred to as the initial insurgency phase of the civil war. The protesters 

become stronger day by day and  some armed oppositional militias across the Syria beggined 

an armed rebellion against the authorities of the Syrian Arab Republic. As June 2011 the 

armed rebellions neutralized more than 120 Syrian security personnel. The armed rebel group 

named themselves as Free Syrian Army (FSA). The FSA recruited defected soldiers and the 

rebel armies main aim was to remove Bashar-Al Assad and his government from power. 

FSA managed to carry out successful attacks on governmental forces and became better 

organised day by day.   

April-May 2012: 

UN-Arab League Joint Special Representative for Syria Kofi Annan started negotiations for a 

peace plan, which included provision for a ceasefire among the sides. However, the 

negotiations did not become more than a ceasefire attempt between sides. 

2012 - 2013: 

After the UN involvement to the situation things become escalated and situation become a 

fully fledged civil war. On May 25, 2012 the Houla Massacre happened in which 108 people 

were executed and the consequent FSA ultimatum to Assad government, the ceasefire 

collapsed as FSA began nationwide offensive against Assad Government Troops. Through the 

calendar, more attacks happened between sides, on June 12 UN officially proclaimed that 

Syria to be is a state of civil war. On June 22, a Turkish F-4 fighter jet was shot down by 

Syrian Ba'athist government forces, killing both pilots. Syria and Turkey disputed whether the 



jet had been flying in Syrian or international airspace when it was shot down. Despite Turkish 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan's vows to retaliate harshly against Assad's government, 

no such intervention materialised. Bashar Al Assad publicly apologised for the incident. 

Through the history line many other major attacks between FSA and Syrian Army. By 2013 

Kurdish forces and some other rebellious fighters (ISIL-YPG-PYD) involved in the situation 

which lead nothing but escalation of the issue.  

January  - September 2014: 

After the rise of the Islamist groups, the civil war become a race between rebel forces and the 

rebellions started to clashing with each other. By January 6 opposition rebels managed to 

expel ISIL from the city of Raqqa, ISIL’s largest stronghold and capital of Raqqa 

Government. On 29 January, Turkish aircraft near the border fired on an ISIL convoy inside 

the Aleppo province of Syria, killing 11 ISIL fighters and an ISIL emir. In late January it was 

confirmed that rebels had assassinated ISIL's second in command, Haji Bakr, who was al-

Qaeda's military council head and a former military officer in Saddam Hussein's army. 

A presidential election held in Syria and Bashar Al Assad selected as president by having %88 

percent of the votes against his rival. On August 19, an American journalist executed by ISIL 

forces. The reports show that more than 70 journalists have been killed and more than 80 

were kidnapped so far in the region. 

September 2014 - September 2015: 

American jets began bombing ISIL in Raqqa and Ayn-Al arab. At least 20 targets around 

Raqqa were hit. Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar and Jordan supported US military actions. 

Tomahawk missiles were fired from the destroyer USS Arleigh Burke (DDG-51) in the Red 

Sea. Syria's Foreign Ministry told the Associated Press that the U.S. informed Syria's envoy to 

the U.N. that "strikes will be launched against the terrorist group in Raqqa". The United States 

also attacked a specific faction of al-Nusra called the Khorasan Group, who according to the 

United States had training camps and plans for attacking the United States in the future. For 

its part, Turkey launched an official request to the U.N. for a no-fly zone over Syria. The same 

day, Israel shot down a Syrian warplane after it entered the Golan area from Quneitra. Within 

36 hours from 21 October, the Syrian air force carried out over 200 airstrikes on rebel-held 

areas across Syria and US and Arab jets attacked IS positions around Kobanî. Syrian 



Information Minister Omran al-Zoubi said the YPG forces in Kobanî had been provided with 

military and logistical support.Syria reported that its air force had destroyed two fighter jets 

being operated by Islamic States. By 26 of January Kurdish forces recaptured the city Ayn-Al 

Arab from ISIL forces. 

By the end of May ISIL took control of various cities including Palmyra Heritage Site.  

September 2015 - March 2016: 

By the end of 2015 Russian forces involved in the situation 

by beginning a sustained campaign of air strikes against 

ISIL and FSA. Shortly after the start of the Russian 

operation, U.S. president Barack Obama was reported to 

have authorized the resupply of Syrian Kurds and the Arab-

Syrian opposition, Obama reportedly emphasizing to his 

team that the U.S. would continue to support the Syrian 

opposition now that Russia had joined the conflict. On 

November 24, Tukish Government shoots down a Russian 

fighter jet by claiming the jet violated the airspace of Turkey, which lead the death of Russian 

Pilot. By the end of 2015 UK Parliament voted to expand Operation Shader into Syria with a 

Majority. Therefore another Major Power were involved in the situation. By 2016, the region 

became a chaos zone by the involvement of more than two major countries in the situation. 

By February UNSC unanimously adopted resolution 2268 in order to create a partial 

ceasefire. The resolution clearly stated that attacks on groups by foreign involvers should be 

prohibited, however the ceasefire does not include attacks on UN designated terrorist 

organizations. The ceasefire held till July. 

December 2016 - April 2017: 

Operation Euphrates Shield was across-border military action conducted by Turkish armed 

forces and Turkey-aligned Syria opposition groups. Which lead to the Turkish occupation of 

northern Syria. The Turkey's perspective on this operation was to secure their borders and 

clearing the terrorist actions actions in the region that could affect their border security.  On 

29 March 2017, the Turkish military officially announced that Operation Euphrates Shield 



was "successfully completed". The operation created a situation that U.S. officials and 

Turkish officials faced against each other in diplomacy. 

April - June 2017: 

After the chemical attack in Khan Shaykhun, warships of the U.S. Navy launched 59 

Tomahawk missiles at the Syrian Ba'athist government's Shayrat Air Base, which was said to 

be the be the source of the chemical attack. The American attack, taking place on 7 April 

2017, was the first officially announced deliberate attack on Syrian Ba'athist government 

forces. Hence the attack was not authorized by the UN, the strike triggered an emergency 

UNSC meeting. The meeting increased the tension between Russia and the USA.   

January - March 2018: 

Turkey launched Operation Olive Branch to drive the YPG and Daesh terror groups from 

Afrin in northern Syria. 

On January 20, 2018, Turkey, in cooperation with the Free Syrian Army (FSA), launched 

Operation Olive Branch with the stated aim of eliminating the PYD/PKK and Daesh terrorist 

presence in Syria’s northern Afrin district. 

The PYD/PKK has enjoyed a significant presence in Afrin, which lies close to the Turkish 

border since mid-2012, when Syrian regime forces withdrew from the area without a 

fight.The operation lasted 58 days and eventually cleared the YPG from the city. The capital 

Ankara says the PKK terror group's Syrian branches, the YPG and PYD were using tunnels 

and local collaborators to infiltrate Turkey. 

Turkey first recognised Daesh as a terrorist organisation for more than five years ago and 

promised to continue its fight against Daesh even after the US withdraws from Syria. Daesh 

has also posed a security threat within Turkey's borders. At least 290 people were killed and 

more than 1,300 other people were injured in at least eight different Daesh attacks, according 

to reports.Ankara says its main goal is to stop the flow of Daesh fighters from travelling 

between Turkey and Syria.  



As a part of those operations Turkey has arrested more than 4,000 people accused of being 

Daesh members. Around 61,000 foreign nationals are banned from entering Turkey because 

of suspected links to Daesh. About 1,000 others accused of links to the group are awaiting 

deportation. Turkish authorities stated that the operation was a success. 

April - August 2018: 

On April 7, 2018 a chemical attack was reported in the city of Douma, with a death toll of 70 

people. On site medics reported that the reason behind the deaths are chlorine and sarin gases. 

The Assad Government denied the usage of any kind of chemical weapons. On 14 April the 

U.S., U.K. and France launched missile strikes on multiple Ba'athist government targets in 

Syria as a response to the suspected chemical attack in Douma.  

On 1 May, the U.S. government announced the U.S.-led coalition's "operations to liberate the 

final ISIS strongholds in Syria", which would ensure that "populations liberated from ISIS are 

not exploited by the Assad regime or its Iranian supporters". 

In May, Israel launched an extensive strike against Iranian targets in Syria (known as 

Operation House of Cards) after a series of short military confrontations between Israeli and 

Iranian forces in Syria. 

September - December 2018: 

On September Russian President and Turksih President reached an agreement to create a 

buffer zone in Idlib. 

On december Turkish Authorities announced an operation against Rojova “in a few days” in 

an apparent rebuke of US efforts at ensuring Turkish border security in the area. In response, 

the Pentagon stated that any kind of military operations in northern Syria where US Marine 

Forces are actively operating would be unacceptable. However  President Donalt Trump 

announced a withdrawal of US Marine Troops from the region in a further date. Therefore 

Turkish authorities postponed the operation. 



May 2019 - October 2019: 

On 6 May, the Syrian Government, in coordination with the Russian Aerospace Forces, 

launched a ground offensive against Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, Jaysh al-Izza and National Front 

for Liberation-held territories in Northwestern Syria, in response to what it stated were 

repeated attacks on government-held areas, carried out by those 

groups from within the demilitarized zone.  

On 7 August, the United States and Turkey reached a deal, 

which would set up a new demilitarized buffer zone in northern 

Syria. Mutual patrol has occurred.  

October 2019:  

By October 5, President Erdogan warned about a full scale Turkey Intervention of Northern 

Syria Demilitarization agreements Fall apart; 2019 northwestern Syria. 

On October 7, U.S. government declared that while US Marine Forces won’t be supporting 

any kind of Turkish Operation, they would withdraw from the area and permit it to take place. 

On October 9, Turkish authorities announced that the operation in north eastern Syria had 

begun and their purpose is to increase border security and cleaning the region from any 

terrorist groups. 

On 17 October 2019 US Vice President Mike Pence and Turkish President Erdogan reached a 

deal to implement a 120 ceasefire to allow SDF to withdraw from a designed safe zone. On 22 

October, Vladimir Putin and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, presidents of Russia and Turkey 

respectively, reached a new deal to demilitarize Northern Syria. Therefore the second buffer 

zone was established. 

On October 26 U.S. Joint Special Ops. Command’s 1st SFOD-D (Delta Force) conducted a 

raid into the Idlib and neutralized the ISIL leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. 

  

United States forces withdrawal from bufferzone; Turkish intervention into North-Eastern 

Syria 



Turkish intervention day by day 



$  
International reactions to Turkey's 2019 operation in northern Syria. 

Combatting with refugee crisis 

As the situation escalated more civilians flee from the country to safer locations. By the early 

2019 there were more than Six Million refugees all around the world mostly located in 

Turkey. There have been various attempts of crossing to EU from both sea borders and land 

borders. These unregistered immigrants are creating a serious safety questions of European 

Union members by creating the fear of terrorism in the safe soil of Euorepean Union. 

Therefore committee should take the necessary precautions to prevent any kind of 

unregistered flee through borders.   

EU attention has focused on the Mediterranean in unprecedented detail as millions of people 

flee the raging conflict in Syria has garnered headlines around the world. At the heart of the 

debate comes a definition: are these people migrants or refugees? As defined by the UNHCR 

(United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees), refugees are “people fleeing armed 

conflict or persecution. Their situation is often so perilous and intolerable that they cross 

national borders to seek safety in nearby countries, and thus become internationally 

recognized as "refugees" with access to assistance from States, UNHCR, and other 

organizations. They are so recognized precisely because it is too dangerous for them to 

return home, and they need sanctuary elsewhere. These are people for whom denial of asylum 

has potentially deadly consequences”. Migrants, on the other hand, “choose to move not 



because of a direct threat of persecution or death, but mainly to improve their lives by finding 

work, or in some cases for education, family reunions, or other reasons. Unlike refugees who 

cannot safely return home, migrants face no such impediment to return. If they choose to 

return home, they will continue to receive the protection of their government”. Thus, to all of 

the people reaching European shores migrants implies that asylum can be denied, that they all 

freely choose to attempt to enter the EU States and access the benefits that Union offers. To 

call them all refugees mandates a series of political and legal obligations on the states of the 

EU as defined by international law, the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 protocol, and 

other legal texts such as the 1969 OAU Refugee Convention. 

At the end of 2014, the UNHCR formally recognized 19.5 million refugees worldwide, up 

from 13 million recognized refugees by the agency in the middle of 2014. As of August 2015, 

that number had risen to nearly 60 million people, with a vast majority of that rapidly 

increasing number seen in the Mediterranean region.  

However, definitions and arguments there of hardly and rarely paint a picture of the true issue 

at hand. For the states of the EU, this is not simply a refugee crisis, nor is it simply a migrant 

crisis. While the vast majority of people arriving on the shores of the EU are in fact 

internationally recognized refugees fleeing conflict zones, a fair number of those people are 

also migrants, seeking to better their lives from a situation that did not result in persecution or 

political hardship because of differences.  

Since the civil war in Syria began in 2011, an estimated 6 million Syrians have fled their 

country as refugees, spreading through the Middle East and Europe. Of those 6 million Syrian 

refugees, 3 million have settled in Turkey -- all of whom have been granted temporary 

protection regime status, with more than half a million living in camps that have been 

specifically constructed by the Turkish government to manage the refugee influx. In terms of 

refugees reaching European shores, the UN estimates that 62% of those thus far have been 

from Syria, Eritrea, and Afghanistan and qualified under the legal right of refugee status in 

Europe. If Darfur, Iraq, Somalia, and portions of Nigeria are included, the number of qualified 

asylum seeking refugees reaching the EU stands at 70%. For perspective, the total number of 

refugees and migrants to have arrived in Greece alone from 1 January - 15 August 2015 was 



roughly 160,172 (both by land and sea).While 50,242 of those arrived in July 2015 alone, 

higher than the 2014 cumulative arrival numbers in Greece, the total 160,000 figure -- with 

the addition of another suspected 40,000 refugee and migrant arrivals in Italy -- represents 

approximately 200,000 arrivals in Europe in 2015, just 0.027% of the total European 

population of 740 million. 

These numbers, while seemingly precise, are, however, only estimates based solely on the 

number of refugees and migrants who register at their port of entry within the EU - as EU law 

mandates. Illustrating the difficult nature of understanding the true total of refugees and 

migrants reaching Europe is the fact that the UN estimates 200,000 arrivals in 2015 while 

several other reputable news outlets, including National Public Radio (NPR) in the United 

States of America, put that number at 381,000.37 A primary issue in determining the true 

number of refugees and migrants reaching the EU is that many do not register at their port of 

entry, instead seeking the area of the EU common border and then traveling on to other EU 

states, like Germany and the Scandinavian countries, before requesting asylum. Therefore, the 

true number of refugees who do not register at their port of entry and who have not yet 

registered or who choose not to register at their country of destination is unknown -- and 

hence stems one of the major straining factors for EU member states regarding this crisis. 

Impeding progress even more on this front are the forcible returns and barriers placed by 

some EU countries that prevent the entry of asylum-seeking refugees. Among the chief 

concerns of the UNHCR in addition to border barriers and deportations of refugees are “cases 

of abduction and extradition involving asylum seekers and refugees.” Additionally, a large 

number of refugees seeking protection within the EU are unaccompanied and separated 

children. In Italy and Malta alone, approximately 10,000 unaccompanied and separated 

children have already arrived this year into a system where many countries are still not in full 

conformity with international standards. Moreover, the cessation of sea patrol and sea rescue 

operations from Italy and Greece have contributed to a dramatic rise in the number of refugee 

and migrant deaths in the Mediterranean Sea as they endeavor to reach EU shores. 

  



Resolution Should Cover 

● Determination and mitigation of the possible outcomes of Turkey’s intervention in 

northeast Syria on European Continent with the aspect of economy, sociology and 

diplomacy. 

● Further relations between Turkey and EU 

● Refugee Crisis 

● Actions to take against Turkey’s recent operation in Northern Syria 

● Actions to take inorder to bring peace in the middle eastern region. 

CLOSING 

Congratulations! You have reached the end of the Study Guide for the OSCE committee at 

ACUMUN’20. We really hope that this study guide has been useful to you at the time of 

preparation for committee session. My academic assistant Ali Mert Ülken and I really look 

forward to meeting you all and to have fun in this new experience trying to solve two of the 

recent and very complex issues of the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. 

If you have any inquiries about this Study Guide, doubts about the committee or just want to 

say hi, feel free to send a direct mail to me or my assistant at cagin.yilmaz@hotmail.com or 

mertulkenmun@gmail.com and we will be happy to answer. Good luck and see you on 

January 17. 
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